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Abstract

The decay B� ! B has been observed with the DELPHI detector at LEP,
where the B� meson is produced in Z boson decays. The combination of in-
clusively reconstructed B mesons with well-measured converted photons yields
a measurement of the avour-averaged B� � B mass di�erence of 45.5 � 0.3
(stat.) � 0.8 (syst.) MeV/c2. 95% con�dence level upper limits at 6 MeV/c2

are placed on both the isospin (i.e. B+-B0) and the Bs-Bud splitting of the mass
di�erence. The production ratio of B� to B mesons in Z decays is measured to
be 0:72 � 0:03 (stat.) �0:06 (syst.). Limits on the production cross-section of
other hypothetical excitedB hadron states decaying radiatively are established.

The di�erential B� cross section has been measured to be in good agreement
with the average b fragmentation, yielding an average fractional B� energy of
hxEi =0.695 � 0.009 (stat.) � 0.013 (syst.) . From the decay angular distribu-
tion the relative contribution of longitudinal B� polarisation states is measured
to be �L=(�L + �T ) = 0:32� 0:04 (stat.) �0:03 (syst.).

(To be submitted to Zeit f. Physik C)
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1 Introduction

In e+e� collisions at the Large Electron-Positron (LEP) collider at CERN, with centre-
of-mass energies close to the Z0 mass of 91.2 GeV, the copious production of b�b events
o�ers a laboratory for B meson spectroscopy. The b quarks produced in the decay Z ! b�b
receive a signi�cant Lorentz boost that is largely transmitted to the B hadrons in the

hadronisation process. The mass di�erence between the pseudoscalar B meson and its
vector partner B� is about 46 MeV/c2 [1{5], in agreement with the prediction of the
quark model extrapolation from the D meson sector. Due to this small mass di�erence,
all strong decays are kinematically forbidden and the electromagnetic M1 transition,
B� ! B, is the dominant decay mode. At LEP energies these decays result in a photon
spectrum that extends up to just 800 MeV.

A substantial fraction of Z ! b�b decays are expected to lead to B� meson production,
as recently con�rmed by the L3 Collaboration [4]. An estimate of the relative abundance
of B� to B mesons can be made based on their inherent spin structure di�erences since

their mass splitting is small compared with the average B energy. The number of spin
degrees of freedom for a particle of spin J is (2J + 1). Under the assumption of uniform
population of these states, the production ratio should be 3:1 for vector to pseudoscalar
mesons, and the ratio of transverse (T) to longitudinal (L) B� polarisation states should
be 2:1, independent of the b-quark polarisation. These ratios are also predicted by heavy
quark e�ective theory (HQET) [6].

The DELPHI detector can study B� decays by using inclusively reconstructed B
mesons with well-measured converted photons to detect any B signal. The high reso-
lution vertex detector allows DELPHI to tag b�b events e�ciently. In the analysis that

follows, an enriched sample of b�b events from the 1991 to 1994 LEP runs is used. Measure-
ments will be presented for the avour-averaged B-meson hyper�ne splitting, and that
of Bs-mesons, a limit on the hyper�ne splitting di�erences between charged and neutral
B mesons, the B�=B production cross section ratio, limits on the abundance of radiative
decays of other b-hadrons up to the pion production threshold, the energy di�erential B�

cross-section, and a polarisation analysis of the B� photon angular distribution in the B�

rest frame.

2 The DELPHI detector and event selection

DELPHI is a 4� detector with emphasis on precise vertex information, particle iden-
ti�cation, three dimensional reconstruction and high granularity. A complete description
can be found in reference [7]. The detectors most relevant to this study are the tracking
chambers (Vertex Detector, Inner Detector, Time Projection Chamber and Outer Detec-

tor) and the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter (High-density Projection Chamber).
The DELPHI vertex detector consists of three concentric cylindrical shells of Si-strip

detectors at radii of 6.3, 9 and 11 cm parallel to the beampipe for precision reconstruction
near the interaction region. The algorithm that is used to enhance the b�b content relies
on good vertex measurements. Therefore the analysis is restricted to the barrel region
(45� < � < 135�, � denoting the polar angle with respect to the beam axis), where there
is complete vertex detector coverage.

Inclusive reconstruction of the B momentum relies on DELPHI's tracking capabilities.

The combined tracking in the barrel region has a momentum resolution as a function of
momentum, p, of �(p)=p = 0:0011 � p for muon pairs, where p is in GeV/c. Photons
and �0's that are reconstructed by the High-density Projection Chamber (HPC) have a
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resolution, �, as a function of energy, of �(E)=E �
q
0:262=E + 0:0462 (E in GeV) and

an angular resolution of around �2 mrad in azimuthal and polar angles � and �.
To calculate e�ciencies, backgrounds, biases and resolutions for the current analysis,

the DELPHI simulation package delsim [8] is employed; this uses the jetset 7.3 model
generator [9] with parameter adjustments from previous QCD studies [10]. In addition,
the B��B mass di�erence in the jetset generator was �xed to the current PDG world
average [5] in order to avoid errors in acceptance e�ects due to an incorrect B� photon
energy spectrum.

Using standard barrel hadronic Z event cuts [11] around 2:33 million events are selected
from the 1991 to 1994 LEP runs. About twice as many simulation events were available.
The bases of the technique [12] used to create a sample enriched in b�b events are the
lifetime and decay multiplicity di�erences between the B meson and lighter D mesons.

The B meson is nearly three times heavier than the D� meson with a lifetime that is
50 percent longer. Furthermore, the energy spectrum of the B meson is generally harder
than that for primary D mesons, and the B decays into a D meson most of the time.
These features result in a distribution of impact parameters that is characteristically
larger in B meson events than in events without B mesons. The probability is calculated
for each event that all the well-measured tracks originate from a single vertex compatible
with the beam spot. Selecting events where this probability is less than 1% results in an
e�ciency of (52 � 3)% and a purity of (80 � 4)% for b�b events. This beauty-enhanced
sample consists of 333; 738 events.

3 Inclusive B meson reconstruction

Inclusive B meson momentum reconstruction uses an algorithm based on measured
momenta and angles only. This works well for B mesons due to their large mass
and their hard fragmentation function. Simulation studies show that the rapidity
y = 0:5 � log((E + pz)=(E � pz)) of B mesons along the event thrust axis should be
strongly peaked at y = �2:4, with some spread towards lower jyj due to hard gluon ra-
diation (see �gure 1a). Another observation is that the B meson decay products should

have a Gaussian distribution in rapidity space with a width of about 0:8 units. In b-
events the fragmentation process mainly generates particles at lower rapidities, and their
distribution can be described by two Gaussians of width 1:05 units, centered at �1:03.
The model-dependence of these distributions has been analyzed by comparing the pre-
dictions of jetset 7.4 [9] and herwig 5.8 [13] (with the jetset decays), both with
default parameters. In general these two predictions di�er by less than 10% at any y in
the inclusive y distribution from fragmentation, and by less than 4% in the distribution
from B decays.

Detector acceptance and resolution e�ects have only a small inuence on these dis-
tributions, the most important being that the loss of low energy particles leads to a
suppression of the population at low jyj. The inclusive rapidity distributions for DEL-
PHI data and simulation are shown in �gure 1b. Excellent agreement is observed for
both charged and neutral particles.

The events are divided into two hemispheres de�ned by the thrust axis. The rapidity
of each reconstructed charged (assuming the pion mass) and neutral particle (assuming
the photon mass) with respect to the thrust axis is calculated. Particles outside a central
rapidity window of �1:5 units are considered to be B meson decay products. The 4-

momenta of these particles are added together in each hemisphere to arrive at a B meson
energy estimate Ey for each side of the event.
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Given the inclusive nature of this reconstruction technique there are events that are
not well reconstructed. However, most of these poorly reconstructed events are removed

by requiring that:

1. a minimum energy of 20 GeV is reconstructed for the B candidate in the rapidity-
gathering algorithm;

2. the reconstructed mass lies within �2:5 GeV/c2 of the average reconstructed B
meson mass;

3. the ratio of hemisphere energy, Ehem, to beam energy, Ebeam, lies in the range 0:6 <
xh = Ehem=Ebeam < 1:1.

Enforcing these requirements results in a loss of 26 % of B decays.
Studies using simulation showed that a strong correlation exists between the generated

B meson energy, EBtrue, and the initial estimateEy from the rapidity-gathering algorithm
described above. There is a further correlation between the energy residuals �E =
Ey � EBtrue and the reconstructed B meson mass my, which is approximately linear in
my. Also a correlation between �E and the ratio of the energy seen in the hemisphere
to the beam energy xh = Ehem=Ebeam is observed, reecting global ine�ciencies and

neutrino losses. Since the mass and hemisphere energy dependences are not independent,
a correction technique taking into account their correlations is applied.

A correction function is determined using simulated events in the following way. After
applying all cuts, the simulated data are divided into several samples according to the
measured ratio xh. For each of these classes the energy residual �E is plotted as function
of the reconstructed mass my. The median values of �E in each bin of my are calculated,
and their my dependence �tted by a second order polynomial, �E(my;xh-bin) = a+ b �
(my � hmyi) + c � (my � hmyi)2. The three coe�cients in the �t, a; b and c, in each xh
class are then plotted as function of xh and their dependence �tted using second order
polynomials, a(xh) = a1 + a2 � xh + a3 � x2h, and similarly for b(xh) and c(xh). Thus
one obtains a smooth correction function describing the mean dependence on my and
the hemisphere energy, characterized by 9 parameters ai; bi; ci; i = 1; 3. Finally, a small
\bias correction" is applied for the mean remaining energy residual as a function of the
corrected energy, as determined from simulation.

The attainable precision of this inclusive technique depends on the cuts on the b-
tagging probability, event shape variables (thrust, number of jets) and the B quality
cuts. For the standard cuts described above the energy precision is 7% for 75% of the

B mesons, the remainder constituting a non-Gaussian tail towards higher energies. The
angular resolution in � and � can be parameterized as double Gaussians with widths of
15 mrad for 60% of the data and 38 mrad for the remaining 40%.

The good agreement between data and Monte Carlo simulation for the reconstructed
B mass my and corrected fractional B energy xE distributions is shown in �gures 1c and
1d.

4 Converted photon reconstruction

The energy spectrum for the photons from B� ! B decays is not in a favorable
region for reconstruction in the HPC. The low-energy acceptance of the HPC would limit
the range of accessible photon energies, and the detected photons are reconstructed with
an inherent resolution that goes as 1=

p
E. In order to overcome these di�culties, this

analysis is restricted to photons converted to e+e� in material before the TPC.
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Photon conversions in front of the TPC are reconstructed by an algorithm that ex-
amines tracks reconstructed in the TPC. A search is made along each TPC track for

points where the tangent of its trajectory points directly to the beam spot in the R�
projection. Under the assumption that the opening angle of the electron-positron pair
is zero, this point represents a possible photon conversion point at radius R. All tracks
which have a solution R that is more than one standard deviation away from the main
vertex, as de�ned by the beam-spot, are considered to be conversion candidates. Since
the radius of curvature increases with increasing energy, higher momentum tracks often
have a solution R consistent with the primary vertex. The one standard deviation cut is
necessary to keep background at a tolerable level, but it does limit the e�ciency at high
energies.

If two oppositely charged conversion candidates are found with compatible decay point
parameters they are linked together to form one converted photon. The following selection
criteria are imposed:

1. the reconstructed mean conversion radius (in the r� plane) is below 34 cm;
2. at least one of the tracks has no associated point in front of the reconstructed mean

conversion radius;
3. the � di�erence between the two conversion points is at most 30 mrad;
4. the di�erence between the polar angles � of the two tracks is at most 15 mrad.

For the pairs ful�lling these criteria a �2 is calculated in order to �nd the best combina-

tions in cases where there are ambiguous associations. A constrained �t is then applied
to the electron-positron pair candidate which forces a common conversion point with
zero opening angle and collinearity between the momentum sum and the line from the
beam spot to the conversion point. The energy of the conversion electrons is corrected
for radiation losses by a small factor that depends on the amount of material between
the conversion point and the entrance to the TPC. From Monte Carlo simulation the
reconstruction precision of these converted photons with an acceptable �2 has been de-
termined to be 1% in energy, 1.5 mrad in polar and azimuthal angles � and �, and 5 mm

in conversion radius.
At very low energies the acceptance drops for asymmetric conversions since the TPC

can only reconstruct electrons with a transverse momentum with respect to the beam
above 50 MeV/c. In order to reconstruct these single electron conversions, photon conver-
sion track candidates are only used if they have not been paired with another candidate.
They are accepted as singles only when the following conditions are satis�ed:

1. the conversion radius is between 22 and 33 cm;
2. the conversion point is at least 4 standard deviations away from the beam crossing

(in the r� plane);

3. no hits are measured in front of the reconstructed conversion point;
4. the z-coordinate of the conversion point and that from the angular extrapolation

from the reconstructed primary vertex towards the conversion point must coincide
within 1 cm.

After applying a mean correction for the unseen electron an energy resolution of approx-
imately 10% is achieved. The single electron conversions represent 25% of all converted
photons in the data and e�ectively lower the acceptance threshold from 250 MeV to
100 MeV.

This conversion reconstruction is also used for an analysis of the inclusive �0 cross

section [14]. The photon energy scale and angular resolutions can be monitored by
comparing the �0 peaks reconstructed by combining two converted photons in data and
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simulation. Figure 2 shows good agreement in the �0 peak position and width, which
is observed globally and for di�erent energy range selections. The �tted �0 peak posi-

tions are 135:2� 0:2 MeV/c2 in real data and 134:8� 0:2 MeV/c2 in simulation, both in
agreement with the PDG value 134.97 MeV/c2. The remaining scale uncertainty on the
converted photon energy is thus limited to 0.3%. The Gaussian widths of the signals are
4:7�0:3 MeV/c2 (data) and 4:4�0:3 MeV/c2 (simulation). The acceptance is calculated
using the simulation sample. Photon energy and  invariant mass spectra using conver-
sion pairs, single electron conversions and HPC photons, as well as the conversion radius
distribution have been checked to be in general agreement with the simulation predic-
tion. The low energy threshold is well and reliably modelled, since it is just determined
by geometry: in order to be reconstructable in the TPC, a track must cross at least three

pad rows. Remaining small di�erences (mainly due to wrong associations of noise hits in
the vertex detectors) are corrected for.

5 Measurement of the mean B�
� B mass di�erence

The mean mass di�erence between the vector and pseudoscalar B mesons can be mea-
sured by combining the reconstructed B four-momentum with the photon from the B�,
calculating the mass of the combination, and then subtracting the B mass value recon-
structed in that event. Figure 3a shows the distribution of the mass di�erence between
the B� candidates and the reconstructed B mesons. The combinatorial background is
mainly due to photons from �0 decays that are combined with the reconstructed B me-
son. It is well described by the simulation prediction (dashed line). The cut-o� of the
combinatorial background at low �M is correlated to the photon energy threshold. On
top of this background there is a clear signal due to B� ! B decays.

There are three kinematic variables involved in the determination of the mass dif-
ference, namely the magnitude of the B momentum, the photon energy, and the angle
between the B meson and the photon. The mass di�erence can be expressed to a good
approximation in terms of these kinematic variables as

�M(B� �B) = E(1� � cos�);

where E is the photon energy in the lab frame,  = EB=mB is the B meson's Lorentz

time dilation factor, � =
q
1� 1=2 � 1 is the B meson velocity, and � is the angle

between the B meson and the B� photon. Each of the kinematic variables has an experi-
mental resolution which contributes to the width of the peak, which is 6.6 MeV/c2 when
�tted with a single Gaussian. The B momentum resolution contributes approximately
3 MeV/c2 to the measured width. The photon energy resolution contributes only around
2 MeV/c2 (better for the reconstructed pairs, worse for single track reconstructions). The
angular resolution between the B meson and the B� photon dominates the width of the
mass di�erence peak. The photon angular resolution can be neglected compared to the

B meson angular resolution. The contribution to the measured width from the total
angular resolution is about 4.0 MeV/c2, as derived from the simulation. A much better
parameterization of the peak is achieved using two Gaussians of equal area and widths
of 4.5 MeV/c2 and 10.1 MeV/c2, with the broader contribution slightly shifted towards
lower masses to describe the asymmetry in the tails.

The peak position in the data and simulation is stable against the division of events in
bins of xE = EB=Ebeam, in photon selection from one-track conversions or full reconstruc-
tions, and for di�erent b�b enrichment cuts. In all cases, the simulation describes both
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the signal and background shapes well. For this reason, the simulation distributions have
been used to �t the data. The advantage of this method is that only three �t parameters

are required: the mass di�erence and the normalizations of the signal and background.
The simulation was produced with a B� � B mass di�erence of 46 MeV/c2, but can

be used to test di�erent hyper�ne splitting hypotheses. This is accomplished in the
simulation by calculating the measurement residuals of the B energy, photon energy and
opening angle on an event by event basis. New \true" values for the photon energy
and the laboratory opening angle are calculated for a di�erent mass di�erence, leaving
the B momentum and the photon decay angle in the B� rest frame �xed. Finally the
measurement residuals are added back in. This e�ectively calculates the mass di�erence
signal distribution (including the non-Gaussian tails) in each step of the �t. The data

histogram is �tted using a sum of simulation background and manipulated simulation
B� signal histograms, both smoothed in order to reduce e�ects due to limited simulation
statistics.

The result of this �t is a mass di�erence of 45:5 � 0:3 (stat.) MeV/c2.
A two-Gaussian �t to the peak in �gure 3b leads to a central value of the narrow

Gaussian which is lower by 0.5 MeV/c2. This bias inherent in the inclusive reconstruction
method is predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation, and is automatically accounted for
in the �t procedure.

The main systematic uncertainty in the peak position comes from the B momentum
reconstruction. Using di�erent B energy correction procedures, varying cuts in wide
ranges, and changing the fragmentation function and detector resolutions in reasonable
limits, the systematic uncertainty on the mass di�erence due to the B momentum recon-
struction is estimated to be 1.8%. Compared to this, the �0:3% systematic uncertainty
due to the photon energy calibration estimated using the results from the �0 �t can be
neglected. The resulting mass di�erence is thus

�M(B� �B) = 45:5 � 0:3 (stat:) � 0:8 (syst:) MeV=c
2
:

This result agrees with the previous measurements of CUSB [1] (52 � 2 (stat.) � 4

(syst.) MeV/c2), CUSB2 [2] (45:4 � 1:0 MeV/c2), and CLEO2 [3] (46.2 � 0.3 (stat.) �
0.8 (syst.) MeV/c2) and L3 [4] (46:3� 1:9 (stat.) MeV/c2).

In a second series of �ts, the possibility of di�erent hyper�ne splitting values for
the three di�erent avours of B mesons is examined. The simulated B meson sample
is composed of Bu; Bd and Bs mesons in an approximate ratio of 3 : 3 : 1. Based on a
comparison of the signal width in data and simulation, an upper limit can be placed on the
di�erences between the B meson avour splitting within the peak. This is accomplished
by using the peak manipulation procedure for the simulation described above, enforcing

the ratio of the di�erent B meson species, and allowing each avour of B meson to have
a variable hyper�ne splitting value.

The evolution of the �t �2 as a function of the di�erence between the avour-dependent
hyper�ne values is almost at at small values and rises sharply beyond about 5 MeV/c2

(the measurement resolution scale). In fact, the best �ts are obtained including a small
isospin splitting of 3.5 MeV/c2. In these �ts the B�

s � B� mass di�erence was �xed at
45.5 MeV/c2. From the �2 distribution the following upper limit is derived:

j�M(B�+ �B+)��M(B�0 �B0)j < 6:0 MeV/c2 (at 95% c.l.) :

The present analysis is sensitive to any radiative decay of an excited b-hadron

X�

b ! Xb. This makes it possible to put limits on the corresponding production cross-
section �(b! X�

b ), where X
�

b denotes a state other than the B�

ud. Figure 4 displays the
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95% con�dence level upper limits for the production rates of such hypothetical states as
a function of the mass di�erence. In determining these limits the variation of the photon

acceptance as a function of �M has been taken into account and no assumption has been
made about the B� cross-section.

To determine the B�

s � Bs mass di�erence an assumption has to be made about the
B�

s cross-section. Within the jetset model this cross-section is determined by the
strangeness suppression factor (1/3) and hence amounts to 1/7 of the total B� cross-
section. B��

s production e�ectively lowers this rate since this meson cannot decay into
Bs� because of isospin conservation, leaving BK as the main decay mode. Recently
experimental evidence for the transition b ! B�� has been established, at a rate of
� 30% [16,17]. Thus the ratio of B�

s to all B� mesons is expected to be 10 %.

From �gure 4 it can be seen that the B�

s � Bs mass splitting must be close to that
for non-strange b-mesons, as long as the B�

s is produced in 4% or more of all b-jets. A
recent compilation of heavy avour baryon measurements [15] suggests that b-baryons are
produced in (10 � 4)% of b-quark jets in Z decays. Subtracting the baryon contribution
and using the B�=B production rate determined later in this paper (0.72), the expected
branching ratio is B(b! B�

s ) is 6.8 %, thus satisfying the requirement.
To obtain an upper limit for the B�

s -Bs mass di�erence, the �2 evolution as a function
of the Bs mass di�erence was investigated, �tting at each step the Bu;d mass di�erence,

signal and background normalisations, but �xing the B�

s=B
� production cross-section

ratio to the expected 10%. The �ts have been repeated using B�

s=B
� production ratios

down to 5%. The �t �2 is quite at around the main peak position, but then strongly
rises. From this an upper limit can be established:

j�M(B�

s �Bs)��M(B�

ud �Bud)j < 6:0 MeV/c2 (at 95% c.l.) :

This limit con�rms the measurement from CUSB2 [2] (�M(B�

s � Bs) = 47:0 � 2:6
MeV/c2), also based on indirect evidence for B�

s production.

6 Measurement of the B�=B production cross-section

ratio

The �t described in the previous section yields the total number of B�s reconstructed

N(B�) = 3009 � 108 (stat:) � 65 (syst:) :

where the systematic error is based on the shapes used in the �tting procedure. Using
the acceptance as determined from simulation, the ratio of B� to b-quark cross-sections
is

�B�=�b�quark = 0:65 � 0:02 (stat:) � 0:06 (syst:) ;

where the systematic error includes a 2% uncertainty from the �tting procedure, a 7%
uncertainty in the photon e�ciency and a 5% uncertainty due to the b�b purity. Making
use of the measured fraction of b�b events in hadronic Z decays [5] the number of B�

mesons per hadronic Z decays is

NB�=Zhad = 0:28� 0:01 (stat:) � 0:03 (syst:) :

In order to extract the B� to B cross-section ratio, the expected number of b-baryons
needs to be subtracted from the number of b-jets in order to arrive at the total number
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of b-mesons in the sample. Subtracting a 10 � 4% b-baryon contribution [15], the cross-
section ratio emerges as

�B�=(�B + �B�) = 0:72 � 0:03 (stat:) � 0:06 (syst:) :

Here �B is the primary B production rate, excluding feed-down from B� decays. This
result is in agreement with the result from L3 [4] (0.76 � 0.08 (stat.) � 0.06 (syst.) ).

In the absence of B�� production, this ratio is simply equal to the parameter V=(V +P )
in the jetset fragmentation model [9], where V and P are the production rates of pri-
mary vector and pseudoscalar B mesons. However, production of a sizeable amount of
B�� mesons can alter the ratio of B� to B mesons depending on the relative production

and branching fractions into B�� and B� of the four individual B�� spin-parity states.
No measurements of the production rates of these spin-parity states exist, though, as
mentioned in section 5, the total B�� rate has been measured [16,17]. A further compli-
cation arises from the way jetset treats the production of the two 1+ states: one is
made from the P (S = 0) fraction, and the other, together with the 0+ and the 2+ states,
from the V (S = 1) fraction. HQET however predicts the two 1+ eigenstates to be 45�

mixtures of S = 0 and S = 1. Di�erent assumptions, such as relative 2+ : 1+ : 1+ : 0+

production ratios between 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 (state counting) and 5 : 3 : 3 : 1 (spin counting)
and 2+ decay branching ratios into B�� from 25% to 50%, change the e�ective branching

fraction of B�� to B� only within the range 55% to 75%. Taking the measured B��=b
production fraction of f�� = (30 � 5)% and Br(B�� ! B�) = (65 � 10)% this implies

V

V + P
=

1

1 � f��

�
�B�

�B + �B�

� f�� �Br(B�� ! B�)

�
= 0:75 � 0:10;

where the error is calculated using quadratic addition of statistical and systematic errors
of the single contributions.

7 Measurement of the B� fragmentation function

In order to analyze the di�erential B� cross-section, the data sample is divided into
seven equally populated bins in xE = EB=Ebeam, and the B� �B mass di�erence plot is
�tted in each of these bins. An unfolding procedure is applied that uses the simulated

B sample to generate the reconstructed energy spectrum xE;rec in each of �ve bins of
true energy xE;true; every event being weighted with the average photon acceptance as a
function of true energy. A �t to the data histogram is performed using the �ve simulation
histograms. The �t parameters determine the normalization coe�cients of the simulation
histograms such that the resulting histogram of the reconstructed energies best describes
the data. In order to avoid spurious oscillations that are typical in such unfolding pro-
cedures [18], regularisation is enforced by adding to the �2 a term proportional to the
curvature of the unfolding result, as follows:

�2 ! �02 = �2 + � �
Z
jf 00(x)j2 dx � �2 + � �

n�1X
i=2

jfi�1 � 2 � fi + fi+1j2 :

The regularisation parameter, � , was chosen so as to minimize the condition number (i.e.
the ratio of the largest to the smallest eigenvalue) of the correlation matrix (� = 2:5).
Much smaller values lead to oscillating solutions and large negative correlations, whereas

too large values lead to too at solutions, too small errors and strong positive correlations.
However, the results are stable in the � range between 0.1 and 10.
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The �nal di�erential cross-section as a function of the true energies is obtained by
multiplying these relative deviations from the simulation prediction by the simulation

input cross-section. The result is shown in �gure 5. It has been checked that the result
is independent of the fragmentation function used in the simulation by repeating the
unfolding procedure with Monte Carlo events weighted as a function of xEtrue.

The mean fractional energy of B� mesons is determined from the unfolded xE distribu-
tion in the following way. The jetset 7.4 model with default parameters, but B�� meson
production included at a level compatible with recent experimental �ndings [16,17], is
used to determine the xE(B

�) distributions for various values of the Peterson fragmen-
tation parameter �b. For all these distributions a �2 describing the deviation from the
measured distribution (�g. 5) is calculated. Then a central value for �b and the error is

determined from the functional dependence of �2 on �b. The prediction of the best �t is
shown as curve in �g. 5. Finally, the �b values are translated into hxEi using the jetset
model prediction. The result is:

hxEi = 0:695 � 0:009 (stat:) � 0:013 (syst:) :

The main systematic error comes from the 1.8 % uncertainty in the B energy correction
procedure, and from model uncertainty in the extrapolation into the unmeasured low xE
range. The Peterson parameter found, �b = 0:0006 � 0:0001, is harder to interpret than
hxEi, since it is strongly correlated to the values of the parton shower cuto� Q0 and of �s

used in the model, and di�erent tunings of these parameters can imply a very di�erent
value for �b in order to achieve the same xE distribution. In addition, not allowing B��

production in the jetset 7.4 simulation, but otherwise using unchanged parameters for
the comparison with the data results in a signi�cantly softer Peterson fragmentation
parameter �b of 0:0004 � 0:0001.

The B� di�erential cross-section is, within errors, compatible with the default jetset
model prediction, that the B�=B ratio is independent of the B energy. The measured
mean B� energy is in agreement with the mean B energy hxEi = 0:7030 � 0:0085, deter-

mined from semileptonic B-decays using the DELPHI detector [19]. This latter quantity
is expected to be about 0:7% lower than the mean fractional B� energy.

8 B� helicity analysis

Since B� mesons are vector particles they can be described by the polarisation states
�1 and 0 along their direction of ight. The two transverse (T) helicity states, �1, each
lead to an angular distribution proportional to (1 + cos2 ��)=2, where �� is the angle
between the direction of ight of the B� meson in the laboratory frame and the photon
in the B� rest frame. The longitudinal (L) helicity state, 0, leads to a sin2 �� distribution.

If the helicity states are equally populated, i.e. �T : �L = 2 : 1, the photon angular
distribution should be isotropic.

The Standard Model predicts a large polarisation for b-quarks ({0.94 for quarks and
+0.94 for anti-quarks). If the b-quark polarisation is preserved in the hadronisation
process and thus transferred to the B� meson, a large asymmetry in the population of
the +1 and �1 helicity states would result. Unfortunately, the two helicity states lead
to the same angular distribution in the B� rest frame and cannot be separated without
knowledge of the photon helicity.

In order to determine the helicity structure of the B� mesons, each B� photon can-

didate is boosted to the B� frame and the helicity angle, ��, is calculated. There is a
strong correlation between the rest frame angle and the photon energy, backward decays
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being lower in photon energy. There is essentially no acceptance for cos �� below �0:5,
so this region is ignored. The remaining range is divided into six bins in cos ��, which

is reconstructed with a resolution of �(cos ��) = 0:15. A single-parameter �t to the �M
distribution is performed in each cos �� bin, with the background normalisations held
constant. Background and signal shapes are calculated with the measured mass and are
taken from simulation. The �ts are good in all bins. The results are shown as points in
�gure 6.

The helicity angle distribution is �tted with the angular decay distribution functions,
with the two degrees of freedom being the relative strength of the longitudinal polari-
sation state and the overall normalization. The systematic error for this measurement
is dominated by the uncertainty in the photon acceptance as a function of the helicity

angle cos ��. The range between �0:5 and 0 is dominated by conversions reconstructed
from a single electron. By analyzing conversion pairs and singles separately, the total
uncertainty has been estimated to be 7%. The uncertainty in the energy dependence
of the photon acceptance propagates into a 10% di�erence in the result of the �t. The
relative longitudinal contribution is determined to be

�L=(�L + �T ) = 0:32 � 0:04 (stat:) � 0:03 (syst:) :

The result of the �t is shown in �gure 6.

9 Summary and conclusions

B� decays have been identi�ed from a peak in the M(B + )�M(B) mass di�erence
using an inclusive B reconstruction method and converted photons. The mean (averaged
over Bu, Bd and Bs) mass di�erence has been measured to be 45.5 � 0.3 (stat.) � 0.8
(syst.) MeV/c2. The measurement resolution sets an upper limit on the isospin-splitting

of the mass di�erence j�M(B�+ � B+) � �M(B�0 � B0)j < 6:0MeV/c
2
at the 95%

con�dence level.
Limits have been placed on the production cross-section of hypothetical excited B

hadron states decaying radiatively. These limits in particular indicate that the B�

s is
contained within the global B� peak, assuming B�

s production rate is at least 4%. From
this the Bs hyper�ne splitting can be restricted to j�M(B�

s �Bs)��M(B�

ud �Bud)j <
6:0MeV/c

2
at the 95% con�dence level.

The ratio of the number of B� mesons to hadronic Z decays is 0.28 � 0.01 (stat.) �
0.03 (syst.) and that of B� mesons to B mesons (i.e. whether B� decay products or not)
0.72 � 0.03 (stat.) � 0.06 (syst.) Correcting for e�ects due to B�� production and decay,
this corresponds to a vector to vector plus pseudoscalar ratio V=(V + P ) = 0:75 � 0:10.

The fragmentation function of the B� has been measured to be compatible with the
average B hadron fragmentation function; the mean fractional B� energy is determined
to be hxEi = 0:695 � 0:009 (stat.) �0:013 (syst.).

A �t to the helicity angle distribution results in the ratio �L=(�L + �T ) =0.32 � 0.04
(stat.) � 0.03 (syst.) These measurements are compatible with the expectation of a
simple spin counting picture with no vector suppression (�B�=�B = 0:75; �L=(�L+�T ) =

0:33), which is also predicted by HQET. The B system thus appears to be a much better
approximation to the \Heavy Quark Limit" than the D system. However, this simple
picture is complicated by the apparently large B�� production rate.
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Figure 1: (a) Rapidity distributions for B mesons (shaded area), particles stemming
from B decay (solid curve) and particles from fragmentation (dotted curve) in b�b events
as expected from the jetset 7.4 model.
(b) Comparison between the rapidity distributions of all particles (upper curves) and
charged particles (lower curves) in data (points) and Monte Carlo simulation (lines).
(c) Reconstructed B mass spectrum for data (points) and simulation (solid line).

(d) Corrected fractional B energy spectrum for data (points) and simulation (solid line).
The shaded area in (c) and (d) corresponds to the background due to non-b�b events.
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Figure 2: Invariant  mass from pairs of converted photons. The data (points) are
compared with the simulation (solid line).
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Figure 3: B � B mass di�erence distribution. (a) The data are represented by points
with the smoothed simulation background and signal shapes superimposed.
(b) The �M(B��B) signal after background subtraction. The curve shows the prediction
from the simulation with a value of 45.5 MeV/c2.
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Figure 4: 95% con�dence level upper limits on the fraction of b-quarks hadronising into
a radiatively decaying hadron X�

b ! Xb (excluding B� production)
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Figure 5: Inclusive B� cross-section in bins of xEtrue. The points are unfolded data; the
curve is the jetset 7.4 prediction �tted to the data with hxEi = 0:695.
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Figure 6: Decay angular distribution for B� photons in the B� rest frame. The acceptance
corrected data are represented by points. The solid line displays the result of a �t to
longitudinal and transverse polarisation contributions. The dashed and dotted curves

are the contributions from the transverse and longitudinal states.


